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who we are

what we stand for

The binder group is a German family-owned business shaped by traditional values. Based in Neckarsulm, Germany, we are one of the leading specialists in circular connectors.

As an owner-operated family company, we represent traditional values such as integrity, reliability
and loyalty, and we attend to these with diligence.

We work with 45 distribution partners on five continents and employ 1,800 staff worldwide. The binder group is comprised of the binder headquarters, 16 affiliated companies, two systems providers
and an Innovation and Technology Centre. Our sites are located in Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
Hungary, France, the UK, the Netherlands, Sweden, China, Singapore and the US.

Our motto is to never stop developing, to continue making courageous strategic decisions and to
never forget our roots.
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At binder, it is not only facts and figures that count. Instead, our actions are governed by passion,
commitment and a down-to-earth attitude.
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what we do

where we are headed

As a specialist in the production of a variety of industrial connectors as well as mounting and cable
connectors for automation technology, binder’s strengths lie in the individual development, design
and automated manufacturing of connectors according to customer specifications.

We work under the adage of uniting high product quality with a global market presence.

Our product range extends from sub-miniature connectors to multi-pin machine connectors. binder
products are used in agricultural and construction machinery, signal equipment, machine tool construction, medical technology, measuring technology as well as sensor and automation technology.
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We aim to achieve a balance between international focus and tradition, as well as between local
roots and a cosmopolitan outlook. Step by step, we seek to significantly raise our global prominence.
In doing so, we want to set ourselves apart from the competition.
We want to focus increasingly on offering solutions in the areas of medical technology, transportation engineering, the food and beverage processing industry, and construction & agricultural machines.
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binder
subsidiaries

1.

Binder Connector (Nanjing) Co.,Ltd | China | since 2001
www.binder-connector.cn

2.

Binder USA, LP | USA | since 2005
www.binder-usa.com

3.

Binder France SARL | France | since 2008
www.binder-connector.fr

4.

Binder UK Ltd. | United Kingdom | since 2009
www.binder-connector.co.uk

5.

Binder Sweden KB | Sweden | since 2011
www.binder-connector.se

6. Binder Nederland B.V. | Netherlands | since 2012
www.binder-connector.nl
7.

Binder Connector South East Asia LLP | since 2013
South East Asia | www.binder-connector.sg

8. Binder Austria GmbH | Austria | since 2015
www.binder-connector.at
9. Binder SWISS AG | Switzerland | since 2020
www.binder-connector.ch
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binder
competencies
Mission Statement

“binder strives to
provide and develop
customer-specific
solutions for circular
connectivity in the
automation, industrial
and medical field.“
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Die-cast
components

Stamped and bent
components

binder Austria

Surface
finishing

Toolmaking,
plastics technology

Lathe-turned
components

Assemblies,
electronic components
and systems

Cable assembly
installation, production
engineering

Assemblies,
electronic components
and systems

Customer-specific
system solutions

Research
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Values such as trust, quality and integrity
are irreplaceable for us.
As a traditional family business, binder
also stands for down-to-earthness and
reliability.

Markus Binder
CEO of the binder group
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Franz Binder GmbH & Co.
Elektrische Bauelemente KG
Rötelstraße 27
74172 Neckarsulm
Germany
Tel. +49 7132 325–0
Fax +49 7132 325–150
info@binder-connector.de
www.binder-connector.de
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